ABSTRACT Although Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) are usually deploy outdoors, there is increasing interest in applying UAVs for indoor applications. It is a highly attractive and challenging task to precisely localize a UAV in an indoor environment where Global Positioning System (GPS) service is absent. In this paper, we present RFUAV, a Radio-frequency Identification (RFID) enhanced UAV system that provides a precise 6 degrees of freedom (6-DoF) pose for UAVs. With RFUAV, three or more ultra high frequency (UHF) RFID tags are attached to the UAV and are interrogated by a Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) RFID reader with multiple antennas. Based on phase measurements of the RFID tag responses, the RFID tracker of RFUAV, a Bayesian filter-based algorithm, was employed to track the position of the tags in a global coordinate system. The pose estimator of RFUAV computes the 6-DoF pose of the UAV from tag positions. We tested the performance of RFUAV in a representative, structure-rich, indoor environment, where 0.04 m position error and 2.5 degrees orientation error were achieved.
I. INTRODUCTION
The last decade witnessed a tremendous growth of interest in unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) [1] . Thanks to its outstanding maneuverability, small size, and low cost, UAVs have been widely adopted for surveillance, entertainment, search and rescue, inspection, and maintenance applications. These applications occur mostly in outdoor environments with existing navigation systems that rely on inertial sensors and Global Positioning System (GPS). Due to the low positioning resolution and the absence of GPS signal in an indoor environment (i.e.,warehouses, retail stores, etc.), most existing UAVs are infeasible for operation indoors. Consequently, recent research has investigated the problem of UAV indoor localization. The most popular indoor UAV localization methods can be categorized by measurement into three groups: vision-/laser-based, inertial navigation system (INS)-based, and wireless signals-based solutions.
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The vision-based solutions are proposed to exploit the visual information provided by one or two cameras [2] - [6] for UAV indoor localization and navigation. Most of the visionbased solutions are leveraged with simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) technologies and use an Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm to achieve real-time indoor localization. One of the first real-time, monocular SLAM methods based on nonlinear filtering was proposed by Chiuso et al. [7] . Most laser-based approaches employ a similar architecture to tackle the indoor UAV location. Instead of visual signals, they rely on laser beams to estimate the location of the UAV. Nevertheless, the SLAM technologies are easily challenged with issues related to the use and collection of feature points and their inability to provide stable and highly accurate localization in a complex indoor environment.
The INS is a navigation system that uses the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) to track the speed, position, and orientation of a device. With the development of Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology, researchers can equip a small and low-cost IMU on a UAV, while many modern mini-UAVs have integrated the IMU internally. However, because of unavoidable, inherent hardware error and the error accumulated during the drift, accuracy will decrease after the UAV has been flying for a certain period of time [8] .
With the astonishing growth of wireless systems and applications, many researches now focus on RF based indoor localization [9] - [19] . The basic concepts of indoor wireless localization are suitable for UAV. Up to now, many systems based on received signal strength indicator (RSSI) and Ultra-wideband (UWB) were designed for localizing UAV in GPS-denied indoor environments. RSSI is a cheap and efficient way to measure distance and position, but its accuracy is unsatisfactory. Stojkoska et al. [20] presented an algorithm based on measurements of the distance between a UAV and the existing infrastructure consisting of Wi-Fi Access Points (APs). With known locations of APs, a UAV is deployed to collect RSSI from the Wi-Fi APs during flight, transform these measurements into distances, and draw the flight trajectory with 33 points. The ultra large bandwidth of UWB technology enables highly precise time measurements using Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA). Tiemann et al. proposed a cooperative UWB positioning system that enabled autonomous flying of a UAV [21] . This state-of-the-art UAV indoor localization work integrated UWB and INS technology. For example, Li et al. utilized UWB, INS, and 3D laser scanner data fusion, which is based on a Kalman filter, to achieve precise UAV indoor localization [22] .
Meanwhile, radio-frequency identification (RFID) technology, especially the passive UHF RFID, has been widely deployed in retail environments [23] . RFID was developed as a cost-effective wireless technique for item serialization and has been widely recognized as a promising solution for indoor localization [24] - [28] . Due to lightweight and low-cost RFID tags, the RFID technology offers a promising method for UAV indoor localization. Choi et al. first proposed the concept of using passive RFID tags for indoor UAV localization in [29] . However, they only demonstrated their concept and design of the system but lacked experimental validation. Recently, RFID technology was used in 3D reconstruction. For example, Bu et al. presented a new theory based on the phase difference of RFID tags for 3D reconstruction of standard cubes [30] . Most existing RFID-based 3D reconstruction methods adopt an architecture of finding optimized results among multiple potential poses [30] - [32] , which limits their applicability for UAV indoor localization, where six degrees of freedom (6-DoF) poses are needed in real-time.
In this paper, we present the RFUAV -a low-cost RFID based system to localize a UAV and enable it to autonomously navigate in complex indoor environments, such as warehouses, retail stores, hazmat storage facilities, and factories. Usually, such environments are crowded with racks, shelves, furniture, and other items of various sizes and layouts. With the increase in popularity of UAVs, there has come an increased concern with UAVs and public safety, leading to a compelling need for accurately locate an UAV in such 3-D indoor space [33] , [34] . The proposed RFUAV will be deployed in an indoor environment to maintain the UAV's precise positioning, prevent collisions with other objects, and, hence, reduce the safety risks while flying in target environments. Our idea for RFUAV was motivated by existing RFID based 3D reconstruction work [27] . However, the proposed method can provide precise 6-DoF poses, including both position and orientation in a 3D space, in real-time. In RFUAV, N (N ≥ 3) UHF passive RFID tags are attached to a UAV, the position of each tag against the built-in coordinate of the UAV is measured first. This position is denoted as a local position. Then, a COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf) RFID reader with multiple antennas is deployed to collect observation of the tags. Based on the phase measurement of each RFID tag's response at multiple antennas, we can precisely track the position of the tags in the global coordinates of the 3D space. We denote this position as a global position. With the known local position of each tag and the global position of the N tags, the 6-DoF pose of the UAV is determined. Note that the reader and antennas are installed on the ground and powered from the target environment, while only the passive UHF RFID tags are attached to the UAV in the proposed scheme. Thus, the RFUAV system does not incur any extra power consumption to the UAV. Furthermore, the RFID infrastructure is already deployed in most of our target environments and the proposed system can be seamlessly integrated without much extra financial investment.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1) We developed a real-time RFID tag tracing system that incorporates a Bayesian filter [35] . Based on the phase measurements of RFID responses from a COTS reader, the tag tracker can track the motion of multiple UHF RFID tags simultaneously. 2) We propose a real-time UAV pose estimator. Based on the positions of the attached tags, the pose estimator can compute precise 6-DoF poses for the UAV in a 3D space with a singular value decomposition method. 3) We tested the RFUAV system with COTS RFID tags and reader and demonstrate its performance in a representative indoor environment. Experimental results demonstrate that RFUAV can achieve precise poses with only 0.04m error in position and 2 • error in orientation. Such performance enables a UAV to autonomously navigate in an indoor environment. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The preliminaries are discussed in Section II. We present the proposed approach and the analysis of the RFUAV system in Section III and our experimental study in Section IV. Section V concludes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. PHASE MODEL FOR AN UHF RFID SYSTEM
To interrogate RFID tags, continuous-wave (CW) signals are transmitted by an RFID reader. The phase value of a tag response measured by the reader describes the phase difference between the transmitted signal and the corresponding VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. Phase remainders (θ + θ noise ) at 6 sampling positions.
received signal, which ranges from −π to π. Nowadays phase values can be read by many commercial RFID readers, such as Impinj R420 [36] and Zebra FX7500 [37] . Specifically, the phase value depends on the spatial distance between the tag and the reader's antenna. Letting d denote the tag-antenna distance, the measured phase value θ can be expressed as:
where λ is the wavelength of the channel, mod represents the modulo operation, and θ noise is the phase offset caused by thermal noise and is a normal random variable. θ is the phase offset caused by the reader's transmit/receive circuits and the tag circuits, which is expressed as:
where θ T , θ R , θ TAG are the RF phase rotation caused by the reader's transmit circuits, the reader's receive circuits, and the tag's reflection characteristics, respectively. Even though θ is unknown, it dependents on the given hardware and is quite stable over time. We first conducted a benchmark experiment, as follows, to demonstrate that the phase offset θ is stable while the tag moves throughout the environment. As the tag moves within the detectable range of the antenna, the measurement θ and the associated distance d to the antenna are recorded at several positions. According to (1) , the theoretical phase is calculated as θ T = 2π 2d λ . The phase remainder is determined by θ + θ noise = unwrap(θ) − θ T , where unwrap(·) adjusts the radian phases by adding multiple ±2π to remove the phase discontinuities introduced by the round operation, while the distance between the tag and the antenna continuously increases Fig. 1 shows the experimental results of phase remainders that are measured at 6 positions when the tag moves. It shows that the phase remainders of 5 channels at the 6 locations are quite stable. The maximum phase remainder change occurs on channel-5, which is 0.15 rad. Considering that θ noise is about 0.1 rad, θ remains quite stable as the tag moves. Therefore, θ could be easily removed from the phase observation. As shown in Fig. 2 , the measured phase value repeats from −π to π with a period of a half wavelength. Within a half wavelength and for a given channel, the phase value exhibits a linear relationship with the distance between the tag and the reader's antenna.
B. COORDINATES OF THE UAV
In general, the UAV is flying in a three-dimensional environment which has six degrees of freedom (6-DoF). Three translational degrees of freedom (DoFs) represent the position and three rotational DoFs represent the orientation. A pose of a UAV is depicted by the combination of position and orientation. A common means to describe the pose of a UAV is to attach it to a frame coordinate system. After a frame coordinate system is defined, the pose can be described by the origin and orientations of the axes of the frame. A pose P referring to given frame coordinates A can be denoted as:
where T and R are the position and orientation against frame A, respectively, and (·) T is the transpose operation. In our proposed RFUAV system, two frame coordinates are created to depict the UAV position. The first one is called the global frame coordinate system, which is denoted by g, representing the experimental environment coordinates. The second one is the UAV's built-in frame coordinate system, which is denoted by c, representing the UAV reference coordinate system. To translate a position from the UAV's built-in coordinates to the global coordinates, a rigid transformation, g c T, is calculated and consists of a translation matrix, T, and a rotation matrix, R. Here, T and R are the position and orientation of the UAV against the global coordinates, which are given in (3). When we obtain a position l n = (x n ,ȳ n ,z n )
T in the UAV's built-in coordinate system, the corresponding global position l n = (x n , y n , z n ) T can be derived by:
The translation matrix T describes the position shift of the UAV's built-in frame c with reference to the global frame g. 
Rotation matrix R describes the relative relationship of orientations between the two frames. The orientation of the UAV's built-in frame c with a reference to the global frame g is expressed by R as:
whereX c ,Ŷ c , andẐ c are the unit vectors of the axes of the UAV's built-in coordinate frame, andX g ,Ŷ g , andẐ g are the unit vectors of the axes of the global coordinate system. The relationship between the two coordinate systems is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH AND ANALYSIS
The RFUAV system is a low-cost, RFID-based system that enables a UAV to autonomously navigate in a complex indoor environment. This is achieved by providing precise 6-DoF poses of the UAV in a 3D space, which includes both position and orientation. Specifically, we attach N (N ≥ 3) UHF passive RFID tags to a UAV. Through tracking the RFID tags with phase measurements, we can estimate the 6-DoF pose of the UAV. In this section, we introduce the system model, architecture, and analysis of RFUAV.
A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of RFUAV is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The proposed system consists of two main components.
• RFID tracker: Based on phase measurements from the reader, a Bayesian filter is used to track the position of the tags against the global coordinates in a 3D space.
• Pose estimator: After the RFID tracker provides the global position of N (N ≥ 3) tags, with the known local position of the tags compared to the UAV's built-in coordinates, the pose of the UAV can be estimated by an SVD-based algorithm.
B. RFID TRACKER
In the RFUAV system, an RFID reader with M antennas is deployed to obtain phase measurements from responses of the attached tags. The positions of all antennas are already known. Hereafter, we use h g m to denote the position of the mth antenna in the global coordinate.
1) BAYESIAN FILTER UPDATES FOR TAG TRACKING
The RFID tracker utilizes a Bayesian filter to estimate (or track) tag locations. The Bayesian filter addresses the problem of estimating belief over the hypothetical posterior state l of a dynamic system from sensor observations. Here, state l denotes the location of the tag in the global coordinate system. The Bayesian filter recursively updates the belief bel (l t ), which denotes the probability of the system in state l at time t. The bel (l t ) is calculated from control u t , observation z t , and prior belief bel (l t−1 ) at time t − 1, which is calculated previously.
There are two essential steps for the updating cycle of a typical Bayesian filter. The first step is called control update or prediction, which is given by:
where P (l t |u t , l t−1 ) is a motion model and provides the probability for a tag to move from state l t−1 to l t after control u t is applied, and bel (l t ) denotes the state probability distribution of the tag after control u t is applied. We deploy a constant speed mobility model for the RFID tracker, i.e., we assume that in a very short time interval, the speed of a tag will VOLUME 7, 2019 remain constant. We do not assume that the tag moves at a constant velocity over all time, but rather that it maintains an average speed, u t , with an undetermined and negligible amount of acceleration within a short time frame. Its movement can be described mathematically by a Gaussian distribution as [35] :
where u t is the speed of the item at time t (i.e., the control), t is the time interval between t − 1 and t, and ξ 2 is the variance to model the movement of the item satisfying a typical Gaussian distribution.
A commercial RFID reader can interrogate tags at a rate of about 500Hz. To demonstrate this, we provide an experimental setting of a reader connected with 3 antennas to read 10 tags in an environment where there are hundreds of tags. Fig. 5 shows how many times each of the 10 tags were read by three antennas within 60 seconds. This benchmark experiment was conducted in a mock apparel store, where hundreds of RFID tags were deployed in the environment. During the experiment, we enabled the filter function, which is available for most COTS readers, of the reader to only interrogate the 10 given tags. Each tag was read for about 3000 times (1000 times per antenna) in a period of 60 seconds. Thus, each tag can be interrogated by the reader for about 50 times per second. Considering N (10 > N ≥ 3) tags will be attached to the UAV, the practical reading frequency should be larger than 50Hz. Thus, the interval of two continuous observations of the tag is about 10 ∼ 20 milliseconds. In such a short period, our constant speed model in (8) should be suitable, since for indoor deployment of UAVs, the speed is usually lower than that in outdoor applications. Therefore, for practical applications, we can program the filter function to ensure the assumption of (8) be maintained.
The second step is measurement update, which is given by:
In (9), η is a constant that helps to normalize the sum of all bel (l t ) to 1, and P (z t | l t ) is called the observation model. In the RFID tracker, M reader antennas are deployed. Therefore, P (z t | l t ) is given by:
We can thus rewrite (9) as:
where
) is the observation model for the mth antenna, which provides the probability for the tag to be located in position l t , and the measurement of z t is observed by the mth antenna that is in a known position h g m . More details of the observation model are given in the next subsection.
2) THE OBSERVATION MODEL OF RFID PHASE MEASUREMENT
The relationship of the RF phase shift between the sent and received signals is given by (1) and (2) . The experimental results in Fig. 1 show that θ T , θ R , θ TAG are relatively constant when the reader antenna, the RFID tag, and the radio frequency are fixed. When we consider the RF phase for the same antenna, the same RFID tag, and under the same RF frequency, and ignore θ noise , 1 (1) can be rewritten as:
Assume a reader antenna is set in position h g m , a tag is in position l t−1 , and the RF phase θ 1 for the tag is observed. When the tag moves to position l t , it generates an RF phase θ 2 under the same frequency. The differential RF phase between these two positions satisfies the following relationship.
where |·, ·| measures the Euclidean distance between two positions. Equation (15) shows that the differential RF phase, under the same frequency, the same antenna, and the same RFID tag, can be determined by the difference of distances when the tag moves from one position to another. In other words, θ 12 is not affected by the constant phase offset θ and is only related to the distance between the two positions. Hereafter, we assume that all the RF phases are measured by the same reader antenna for the same RFID tag at the same RF frequency. The antenna of the RFID reader is stationary in a known position h g m . The tag will be located in a series of positions denoted as {l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l t }, and the corresponding phase shifts for these positions are {θ 1 
We next update the observation model P (z t | l t , h g m ) by (16) , which gives the probability that a tag moves from l t to l t−1 to achieve the differential RF phase shift θ t,t−1 . The model of differential RF phase is given by:
The RF phase is measured by the reader antenna, and usually it is distorted by thermal noise, denoted by θ noise in (1) . Experiments reveal that θ noise satisfies a typical Gaussian distribution. Therefore, the RF phase containing this random error can be modeled as θ ∼ N (µ, δ 2 ), where µ is the mean of the RF phase without thermal noise and δ 2 is the variance. It follows that the phase difference, as the difference of two Gaussian random variables, is also Gaussian as θ ij ∼ N (µ i − µ j , 2δ 2 ). Incorporating the thermal noise to (17), we have
To consider thermal noise when estimating the location of RFID tags by (11), we can use (18) instead of (17).
C. POSE ESTIMATOR
The RFID tracker provides the tag position in the global coordinate system. We use l t n = (x t n , y t n , z t n ) T to denote the global position of tag n at time t. With the UAV be located at T t , with orientation R t in the given global coordinate system, while T t and R t together provide the pose of the UAV at time t. The position of each attached tag in the UAV built-in coordinate is known and fixed. We indicate this local position for the nth tag asl n = (x n ,ȳ n ,z n ) T . The relationship between local and global positions is given by (4), which can be rewritten as:
where R t and T t are the orientation and position of the UAV in the global coordinate system at time t, respectively; and l t n andl n are the locations of the nth tag in the global coordinate system and the UAV built-in coordinate system, respectively. When the RFID tracker localizes three or more tags simultaneously, we can use (20) to obtain an optimal transformation g c T t , which consists of R t and T t . The method to solve (20) will be introduced later in this section. In practice, the RFID reader cannot query multiple tags simultaneously. However, we can assume the three consecutive queries happen at the same time. This assumption is reasonable for most indoor UAV applications. Unlike the scenario of moving rigid body localization discussed in [49] , the UAV usually moves at a much lower speed (e.g., 1 m/s) in an indoor environment. As discussed previously, the current RFID reader can conduct 500 queries per second, which is only 2 ms per query. In such a short time period the displacement of the UAV is only about several millimeters (e.g., 2 mm when a UAV moves at 1 m/s) and can be ignored. Therefore, when the N tags are located by the RFID tracker, it follows (20) that
where l t 1 , l t 2 , and l t 3 are the global positions for tags 1, 2, and 3, respectively; andl 1 ,l 2 , andl 3 are the local positions (measured in the built-in coordinate of the UAV) for tags 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The goal is to find the optimal transform g c T t , which includes rotation R t and translation T t , between two sets of corresponding 3D data points. The task can be formulated as a least squares minimization problem as:
where || · || is the norm of a vector. Determining the rotation and translation relationship between two sets of data points at different coordinates is a typical problem in pattern analysis [47] , [48] . Based on the method introduced in [47] , the proposed pose estimator is developed to find the optimal g c T t with the following procedure: 1. Find the centroids of all the positions in both the global coordinate system and the UAV's built-in coordinate system. 2. Use the centroids as the new origin of the two coordinate systems, and transforming the positions into these two coordinates. Then based on these transformed positions to find the optimal rotation R t with the singular value decomposition (SVD) method. 3. Solve for the translation T t using rotation R t . In Step 1, the centroids are computed as: 
We then apply the SVD method to find the optimal rotation between the two sets of positions in the shifted global and shifted UAV built-in coordinate systems. First, we create a matrix H, which is given by:
Note that the position in each coordinate system is 3-dimensional, andP i g andP i c are each represented by a 3 × 1 vector. Hence, the H given by (25) is a 3 × 3 matrix. We decompose or factorize matrix H by the SVD method as:
Then the optimal rotation R t can be derived as:
A special case must be considered here. When the determinant of V is −1, we must multiply the third column of R t by −1 to obtain the correct rotation. In Step 3, after obtaining the rotation R t , we can easily derive the translation T t by the following equation.
Thus we derive the orientation R t and position T t of the UAV in the given global coordinate system.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY AND DISCUSSIONS A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
To validate the performance of the RFUAV system, we conduct a set of experiments in a representative indoor environment at the RFID Laboratory of Auburn University, Auburn, AL. To build a prototype of RFUAV, we employ a Zebra FX7500 RFID reader [37] and four Zebra AN720 Antennas [38] to collect observation of the RFID tags. The entire RFID system operates in the 902 ∼ 928 MHz band, which is the frequency range allocated by Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the USA. The Zebra FX7500 reader is one of the most widely used RFID products in the market. It is compatible with EPC Gen2 [39] standard, and provides the Low-Level Reader Protocol (LLRP) through an Ethernet port to report the RFID readings. The reader interrogates the RFID tags and sends query reports that includes the information , a low-cost platform with good maneuverability, is employed as our indoor UAV platform. It consists of a drone shell, hull, and battery, as shown in Fig. 7 . A fully charged battery can support the UAV in continuous flight for 15 minutes. The AR Drone is equipped with a front and bottom camera, a sonar, and an IMU. With readings from these sensors, it can localize itself by a sensor fusion method, such as Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM) [41] that estimates a 3D pose of the UAV in an unknown environment.
Three UHF passive RFID tags are attached to the UAV as illustrated in Fig. 8 . Our experimental RFID tag is Smartrac Dogbone -Impinj Monza R6 [42] , which is widely used in the retail market. It is equipped with an Impinj Monza R6 chip that provides up to −22.1 dBm read wake-up sensitivity and up to −18.8 dBm write wake-up sensitivity [43] . Our proposed RFUAV is not restricted to any specific tag layout, and a detailed experiment will be presented later to demonstrate the effect of various tag layouts. In our experiments, the Electronic Product Code (EPC) of each tag serves as its identity to consistently and accurately distinguish the received readings from that of other RFID tags. During the experiments, to achieve accurate localization and orientation estimation, the initial position of tags in the three-dimensional global system and the UAV's built-in coordinate system are given. The configuration for the experiments reported in this section is summarized in Table 1 .
To precisely collect the ground-truth for the poses and trajectories of the UAV, we design two experimental settings, a confined and a dynamic setup. In the confined setup, the UAV was mounted to an adjustable rolling rack, as illustrated in Fig. 9(a) . The UAV-mounted rolling rack is easily maneuverable throughout our experimental field, and the height of the UAV can be adjusted from 0.8m to 1.6m. During the experiments, we manually moved the rolling rack instead of flying the UAV, as shown in Fig 9(b) . In this setting, the ground truth of the moving trajectories can be represented by a set of discrete sample poses, including positions and orientations, which are precisely and manually measured while the rolling rack is at a sampling point. Considering the errors usually introduced by taking measurements manually, these ground truth data can provide sub-centimeter accuracy. However, the confined setup enables us to provide extremely precise ground-truth trajectories and poses in a semi-static manner. To evaluate our RFUAV in a dynamic manner and obtain ground truth while it is flying, we designed the dynamic setup. An Ultra-Wideband (UWB) positioning system from PLUSLocation.LLC [50] was installed to cover the entire space of the RFID Laboratory in the Auburn University campus. We attached a UWB tag to the UAV, which is shown in Fig 9(c) , in such a way that while the UAV is flying, its positions can be read by the system in realtime. The localization accuracy of the UWB system in the experimental field was 3cm with a limited area of 4×4 m 2 . Although we are able to track the UAV in a dynamic way in this setup, it provides us with position information but no orientation information, so the UAV's position accuracy is compromised. Therefore, we utilized the confined setup for quantitative experiments and the dynamic setup for qualitative experiments or experiments where the UAV must fly.
B. ACCURACY OF RFID TAG TRACKING
We first launched an experiment to evaluate the performance of the RFID tracker of RFUAV by comparing its accuracy with that ofthe state-of-art approach Tagoram [27] . To guarantee the fairness of comparison, the same equipment is utilized for both approaches. The confined setup was used for this experiment and three UHF-passive RFID tags were attached to the UAV. These tags were moved around the experimental field by manually pushing the UAV-mounted rolling rack. The ground-truth positions of each tag were manually measured at the sampling positions of the trajectories. The moving trajectories were unknown to the proposed RFID tracker or to Tagoram. Therefore, the Tagoram functioned in uncontrollable mode where the trajectory function is unknown. Tracker performance was evaluated by assessing the amount of errors between the estimated and ground-truth positions of the sampled points.
The experiment results are presented in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 . As shown in Fig. 10 , about 80% of all the localization errors for RFUAV are less than 0.04 m. In addition, the RFUAV maximum location error is 0.085 m, while the maximum error for Tagoram is 0.33 m. Obviously, the proposed RFID tracker of RFUAV is more suitable for a complex indoor environment. Fig. 11 presents the average localization error and standard deviation (see error bars) of RFUAV and Tagoram. The average localization errors of RFUAV are much less than those of Tagoram. Furthermore, the RFUAV's standard deviations are also much smaller, indicating more robust performance by our proposed scheme.
C. ACCURACY OF POSE ESTIMATION
In this section, we investigate the pose accuracy of the RFUAV system by conducting a set of experiments to evaluate the impact of two important system configurations: the layout and number of attached tags on the UAV.
1) EFFECT OF THE LAYOUT OF TAGS
The design of our proposed pose estimator allows for RFUAV to not be restricted by any specific tag layout. To demonstrate this advantage, we attached three tags in four representative layouts, which is illustrated in Fig. 12 . In Layout 1 in Fig. 12(a) shows three tags arranged in a plane with two identical coordinate values against the UAV's built-in coordinate system. In Fig. 12(b) , Layout 2 shows three tags arranged in a plane, but not on a straight line. For Layout 3 in Fig. 12(c) , three tags are arranged in a plane, but on a straight line. As shown in Fig. 12(d) , Layout 4 consists of three tags arranged neither in a plane nor on a straight line. This experiment was conducted in the confined setup, and we moved the UAV-mounted rolling rack throughout the environment in the same small-scale trajectory (with a length of 0.5 m) for each representative tag layout. Each trajectory is sampled in every 2cm, that is 25 points for every trajectory. We compared the pose accuracy for these four layouts, and those results are presented in Fig. 13 . 56.4 • , 2.0 • , 2.3 • , and 2.2 • , respectively. Clearly, all layouts achieve a small error (less than 0.04 m) on positioning of the UAV. However, the orientation of Layout 1 yields a relatively greater error of 56.4 • , due to the arrangement of tags being in an extremely adversarial layout; two coordinate values in the UAV's built-in coordinate system are identical. This layout is vulnerable to small turbulence of estimated global tag locations. It may also cause the estimated orientation of the UAV to reverse. However, Fig. 13 shows that except for this extreme case, the other layouts of tags have an orientation error of less than 2.5 • and do not affect the performance of RFUAV.
2) EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF TAGS
The RFUAV requires at least three tags to compute a 6-DoF pose in an indoor environment. We examined the effect of the number of attached tags on pose accuracy. We attached three, four, five, and six tags on the UAV in each experiment. According to the previous experiments, the layout of the tags does not affect the tracking precision (except for the extreme case). Based on the previous experiment and to guarantee a fair comparison in this experiment, Layout 4 is used. Fig. 15 illustrates the experimental layout. For each trial of the experiment, the same trajectory (a confined setup with a length of 0.5 m and 25 sampling points ) is followed by the UAV. This experiment's results are presented in Fig. 14 . Fig. 14(a) we can see that the highest position error, 0.019 m, is achieved when 3 tags are used in our system, while the lowest position error, 0.016 m, is achieved with 4 tags. The variation of the position errors among different sets of tags is less than 3 mm. Fig. 14(b) shows that the number of tags does not affect the orientation accuracy neither. All sets of tags provide a similar orientation error around 2 • . Thus, it is safe to say that the RFUAV system does not exhibit an obvious difference in performance when different numbers of tags are deployed. For experiments herein, we attached three tags to the bottom of the UAV's hull, as shown in Fig. 8 . Due to the uneven shape of the hull, the deployed layout is Layout 4 in Fig. 12(d) , which we have discussed previously.
3) COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHOD
Next, we compare our approach to the state-of-the-art UAV indoor localization method. We implement the recently developed Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM) scheme [41] with our Parrot ARDrone 2.0 hardware. The PTAM based implementation utilizes data from a 2D camera, sonar, and an IMU to estimate a 3D pose in an unknown environment. We conducted this first experiment under the confined setup, and each trial followed the same trajectories in our experimental filed. We manually moved the UAV-mounted rolling rack back and forth in 4×4 m 2 field and adjusted the UAV's vertical height to make the total length of the trajectories more than 10 m. An example of the trajectories is shown in Fig 16. The proposed RFUAV system localizes the UAV using readings from the RFID reader, while the PTAM localizes the UAV with multi-modal data fusion from the Parrot ARDrone2.0 platform.
The results of comparing the CDFs of position and orientation error are presented in Fig. 17 . As shown in Fig. 17(a) , RFUAV achieves a median position error of about 0.04 m, and the 90th percentile error is about 0.06 m. The PTAM system achieves a median error about 0.067 m, and the 90th percentile error is slightly lower than 0.1 m. RFUAV outperforms PTAM with a great reduction of both the median error and 90th percentile error. Fig. 17(b) compares the orientation accuracy of RFUAV and PTAM. It shows that RFUAV can achieve a median error about 2 • . On the other hand, PTAM has a median error about 2.5 • . Obviously, RFUAV can provide a more reliable orientation estimation than PTAM, because the maximum orientation error of RFUAV is less than 5 • , while the maximum orientation error of PTAM is up to 21 • .
Our second experiment was conducted under the dynamic setup to compare the performance of the two methods, while the UAV is hovering in a position in the air. During the experiment, we sealed all air vents in the laboratory to create a windless environment for the UAV. Absolute position oscillations were about 10 cm in each direction of x, y, and z. Usually, vision-based algorithms, such as PTAM, suffer from significant position error when the UAV is hovering due to camera data noise and the slight position shift induced by IMU. For vision-based positioning systems, the current localization result depends on the estimation of its previous location. So the accumulative error will persistently increase as flight time goes on [44] , especially, while the UAV is hovering. We compared the position error between RFUAV and PTAM while the UAV hovered in a fixed position for 35 seconds, the results of which are presented in Fig. 18 . Results show that the position error of PTAM increases continuously; the error grows to 0.2 m by the end of the 35-second period. Whereas, RFUAV achieves a stable position error while the UAV hovers for the same period of time. The maximum position error of RFUAV is less than 0.08 m. From Fig. 18 , we conclude that RFUAV is resilient to accumulative error, and it can provide a precise position for a hovering UAV. RFUAV localizes the UAV at each individual observation from the RFID reader. Even though the measurement noise in the observation will distort the estimated position, the observation model of the RFID does not accumulate error over time. 
4) NAVIGATIONAL TRAJECTORY
To evaluate the RFUAV system's potential for indoor autonomous navigation, we conducted an experiment under the dynamic setup in our indoor laboratory. During the experiment, the UAV moved through a set of fixed destination waypoints. The trajectory of the movement is represented by the positions provided by RFUAV. The experiment's results are shown in Fig. 19 , and illustrate that the estimated trajectory is highly accurate, with only a small disturbance around the ground-truth. Thus, control of the UAV becomes quite straightforward with RFUAV. As shown by other works, the pose estimation algorithm plays a critical role in the control strategy of autonomous UAV navigation [45] , [46] . Thus, our proposed RFUAV system can greatly improve the performance of autonomous navigation of UAVs in indoor environments.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an innovative indoor localization system for UAVs, termed RFUAV, which provides precise 6-DoF orientation and location estimation with a COTS RFID reader and tags. A Bayesian filter was leveraged to estimate the location of tags with phase difference. Then, we estimated pose with an SVD-based algorithm. To evaluate the performance of our RFUAV system, we conducted exhaustive experiments in an indoor environment. The results demonstrated that our RFUAV system can achieve an accurate location estimation with a mean error of 0.04 m and an accurate orientation estimation with a mean error of 2.5 • . To the best of our knowledge, this was the first feasible UHF passive RFID based localization system for UAVs. RFUAV is a promising method for indoor UAV navigation that is simple, computationally cost-effective, and not dependent on specific UAV architecture. SENTHILKUMAR CG PERIASWAMY received the Ph.D. degree in computer science from the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, in 2010. He is currently the Director of Technology for the RFID Lab, Auburn University, a unique collaboration platform that involves end users, suppliers, technology providers, standards organizations, industry groups, and academic institutions on a global scale. He has researched, advised, and executed projects that are enabling efficient adoption of RFID and sensor fusion in retailing, aerospace, manufacturing, and transportation. His research interests include common goal of making the adaptation of RFID and related sensor technologies more secure, efficient, reliable and useful.
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